
avoiding-th- e infielder's hands, "is

jof more-alue-tha- n --such acts-as

Snodgrass was 'guilty of when he
spiked Baker last fall.

A good Base runner makes life
mjserable"'foVa nervous pitcher.

appearance
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George Moriarity, Detroit lnrielder, retiring
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runner who has tried
the

The Giants have false tstart,
first, which upsets

heaver. The runner, with fair
lead, starts,atfull speed, to stop
after half dozen steps and dive
back.

The effect on the pitcher is to
"get his goat." Chief Bender

and when Merkle tried.it,
Bender threw Him out by ten
feet.

The fans will see spectacular
baseball this summer. Clever
running the game as
nothing else will and the battles
of wits between runners and

be'the point upon
whjch pennants hang.

Realizing, that, base runnipg is
getting attention from his rivals,
every mahage'r is striving to per-
fect his defense?" "Pitchers are
coached tcrhokl runners closer,
and the catchers in outguessing
runners by calling- - for asfew
waste balls as'possible, but al-

ways mustthey calf 'for them
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when the runner really starts. ,
Between drilling pitchers to

watch the bases and runners to
steal, big league camps have pre-

sented lively this
year and jaded war correspond- -
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fall-awa- y slide.
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a
ents have found the exhibitions
exhilerating.,

By the opening of the season
the men should be letter perfect
and the fans will get the benefit

lof-th- e long-- weeks
with its sore bones and aching
muscles exhortation in which
words are npt always carefully
chosen, but proved mighty (ef-

fective. '
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Now that the police reform

wave has subsided, things are eas-

ing up among the gamblers, and
business with' the yeggs appears
to be picking up, too. All these
sports have votes, you know, and
there's a big demand for votes
this spring.

In the .spring the young man's
fancy lightly turns to thoughts of
love. That's what the poet said.
But in Chicago they're trying to
make him turn bis thoughts to
politics. And rotten politics at
that., .
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